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Abstract: The popularity of intelligent devices have promoted the growth of spatiotemporal 
trajectory data. How to update the rules of residence point cluster, path rule and classifier used in 
motion pattern recognition with the increase of data volume is an important research content. In this 
paper, an online motion pattern recognition algorithm for moving objects considering the 
characteristics of stay points and a parallel online motion pattern recognition algorithm for moving 
objects considering the characteristics of stay points are proposed. Experiments were conducted 
using Geolife data provided by Microsoft research and the results were analyzed. 

1. Introduction 
In recent years, with the popularity of GPS global positioning system, it is convenient for people 

to obtain the GPS geographical location information of moving objects, resulting in a large number 
of spatiotemporal trajectory data of moving objects. By analyzing the spatiotemporal trajectory data 
of moving objects, it can help researchers predict traffic jams to assist the construction of intelligent 
traffic and recommend routes. Therefore, spatiotemporal trajectory data mining has become a current 
research hotspot, and its research directions mainly include adjoint pattern mining, frequent pattern 
mining, anomaly detection and motion pattern recognition of moving objects [1-4]. 

The basic process of moving object motion pattern recognition algorithm based on spatiotemporal 
trajectory is generally divided into trajectory preprocessing, trajectory feature extraction and 
classifier training/recognition, among which the most critical step is trajectory feature extraction. 
According to the different methods of trajectory feature extraction, the research on the moving object 
motion pattern recognition algorithm is divided into moving object motion pattern recognition 
algorithm based on motion feature, moving object motion pattern recognition algorithm based on 
classification rules and moving object motion pattern recognition algorithm based on image signal 
analysis [5-8]. At first, researchers collected users' wifi data and analyzed the wifi data to identify the 
users' movement patterns. Krumm et al. [9] used the hidden markov model to divide the trajectory of 
moving objects into two categories: stay and movement. Yin et al. [10] proposed the DBN 
classification model. With the popularity of accurate GPS positioning, researchers began to use GPS 
data to analyze the motion pattern recognition of moving objects, In 2017, Liang J et al. [11] divided 
the motion characteristics of trajectory into three categories, namely velocity, acceleration and 
behavior. The Velocity class includes maximum Velocity, average Velocity, High Velocity Rate 
(HVR), Middle Velocity Rate (MVR) and Low Velocity Rate (LVR), which respectively represent 
the proportion of sampling points with High Velocity, sampling points with medium Velocity and 
sampling points with Low Velocity. Acceleration class includes maximum acceleration, average 
acceleration, etc. The behavior class includes the proportion of the number of stay points and the 
proportion of the points with large direction change. 

How to update the rules of residence point cluster, path rule and classifier used in motion pattern 
recognition with the increase of data volume is an important research content [12-15]. Motion pattern 
online recognition refers to the real-time and rapid updating of classification models in motion 
pattern recognition for the constantly coming GPS data streams. 
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2. Relevant concepts and algorithm 
Definition 1: Given the trajectory data set D, D is divided into three parts DTr, DTe and DTr

’. The 
training track set DTr contains the track set for the category label of the known motion mode, while 
the test track set DTe contains the track set for the category label of the unknown motion mode. The 
newly added training track set DTr 'refers to the track set of newly arrived known category labels. 

Definition 2: NEps(p) refers to the set of all points whose distance from point p is less than or 
equal to Eps, and the core object refers to the points with more than MinPts in the radius Eps. 
UpdSeedsIns(p)= {q| q is the core object in D∪{p}, there is o. o is the core object in D∪{p}, and q∈ 
NEps(o)}. 

Definition 3: changeCL is expressed as{(CL1->CL1'),...(CLn->CLn')}, refers to the CLi of the 
dwell point cluster is merged into a new cluster CLi' after updating. changeRL is expressed as 
{(RL1->RL1'),...(RLn->RLn')}, refers to the rule RLi updated and merged into a new rule RLi'. 

The method is divided into three parts: offline training stage, online training stage and test stage. 
The off-line training stage is basically the same as the process in the previous chapter. The difference 
is that the algorithm saves the information of stay point cluster, trajectory network diagram, stay 
point cluster rules, path rules, classifiers and so on mined in the off-line process, so as to facilitate 
the update of the online stage. The online training stage is divided into three stages: motion feature 
extraction, stay point feature extraction and classifier update. 

Motion feature extraction is the same as offline phase. In the feature extraction phase of stay 
points, first extract the stay points for all the newly arrived training tracks, then read the current latest 
cluster of stay points, update these clusters with the newly arrived cluster and save them. Based on 
these updated clusters, the current network graph of the latest trajectory is read, updated and saved. 

Finally, based on the updated trajectory network graph, the current rules are read and updated 
(including the rules of the dwell point cluster and the rules of the path). 

These rules are used to extract the characteristics of stay points from the newly arrived training 
tracks and combine the motion features to form the track features. Finally, in the classifier update 
phase, the updated rule information is used to update the track features of all previous training tracks, 
and the classifier is updated based on the track features of the newly added training tracks. In the test 
phase, the latest rules of residence point cluster and path rules were used to extract track features for 
each test track, and the latest classifier was used to predict the motion pattern type. 

3. Algorithm description 
This section lists the most important part of the online training process compared to the off-line 

algorithms in the previous chapter. The updating of the dwell point cluster, the updating of the 
trajectory network graph, the updating of the dwell point cluster rules and the updating of the path 
rules and the updating of the classifier are briefly described. 

Since the number of dwell point cluster rules and path rules in this online algorithm keeps 
changing with the addition of training trajectories, this will lead to the change of trajectory 
eigenvector dimensions, and the previous dimensions may be merged into one dimension, and 
multiple new dimensions will be added at the same time. Bagged the decision tree classification 
model selection model, as a result of multiple dimension may be consolidated into one dimension, 
can lead to multiple branch of the decision tree is merged, and the division of each node attributes 
(according to the attribute of the node split) changes, so using the incremental decision tree 
algorithm's time complexity is O(N*M*H), where N is the train track number, M is the dimension of 
trajectory characteristics, H is the depth of the tree. It has the same complexity as the reconstruction 
decision tree. Due to the incremental decision tree to be stored by each node of the track samples, 
and direct decision tree to store it only once all training trajectory, space complexity is less than the 
incremental algorithm, so considering the above situation, directly to the trajectory characteristics of 
the original training by updating the mapping relation reconstruction after the old and new rules, 
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according to the trajectory characteristics of the new training path to reconstruct the classification 
model. 

The algorithm is divided into two parts: first, changRL is used to modify the track feature of the 
original training track, and then the Bagged decision tree is reconstructed by combining the track 
feature of the new training track. 

Input: the new feature vector Fe' of the training track, the feature vector Fe of the original training 
track, the updated mapping relation changeRL of the old and new rules, and the height threshold H of 
the decision tree 

Output: Bagged decision tree baggedDT 
1. Foreach fe ∈ Fe do { 
2.    If cantain(fe,changRL) then   
3.      Update(fe,changeRL)// update eigenvalue    
4. Fe= Fe∪Fe’  
5. baggedDT=baggedDTBuild(Fe,H,gini) // construct a new classification model Bagged decision 

tree 
6. Return baggedDT 

4. Conclusion 
This paper lists the most important part of the online training process compared to the off-line 

algorithms in the previous chapter. The updating of the dwell point cluster, the updating of the 
trajectory network graph, the updating of the dwell point cluster rules and the updating of the path 
rules and the updating of the classifier are briefly described. The algorithm is divided into three parts: 
offline training phase, online training phase and test phase. The off-line training stage is basically the 
same as the process in the previous chapter. The difference is that the algorithm saves the 
information of stay point cluster, trajectory network diagram, stay point cluster rules, path rules, 
classifiers and so on mined in the off-line process, so as to facilitate the update of the online stage. 
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